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Online talks keep the show on the road
TO ENSURE we continue to prosper the
club is planning to deliver talks
electronically during the pandemic,
using the popular Zoom computer app.
Five members have agreed to present
talks and Andy Richards is working out
a programme. This will be publicised by
email and on the website. There will be
a trial run before a full roll-out.
At its (virtual) meeting on 8 June the
committee considered the official
coronavirus guidelines and the status
MY VE DAY

Chris Stoneham
With the school evacuated to Cornwall, on
harvest camp
holidays we
worked alongside
Italian POWs
who were dressed
in chocolate
coloured battle
dress with large yellow diamond patches on
their backs.
Scholastically 1945 was stressful as our
school certificate exams had to be sat.
Politically it was interesting to meet the local
general election candidate, John Foot,
Liberal, brother of Michael, later the Labour
leader. Then we had a public holiday on 8

Alan Matthews has volunteered to
become lunch secretary as well as
of the golf club facilities. These pointed vice-chairman. In a further show of
to no easing of restrictions until at least optimism, all committee members and
the end of July. Also, if social distancing officers have offered to stand for
continued, the venue could not
re-election in January.
accommodate the usual number of
John Gray was congratulated on his
members. An important factor was the “viral” crosswords, which will continue
age range of most members and the
to be posted on the website and are in
particular vulnerability of some.
addition to the regular crosswords in
It is therefore unlikely a full meeting Probity (see page 3).
can be held before January and
There are two membership
possibly not until spring 2021.
vacancies and two candidates. Further
Looking forward to normal service,
nominations to the secretary, please.
May to celebrate VE day. With some former
schoolboy friends known still to be fighting the
Japanese, it was slightly muted.
However with two other boys we got
permission to cycle to Newquay, some 20 hilly
miles away. We were given a packed
sandwich lunch: one grey-white bread slice
bearing a very thin scrape of butter/margarine
with an equally thin spread of meat paste, put
in an old cereal packet.
The day was hot and we were very grateful
to be given, somewhere on the moors, a drink
of water by a lady from her roadside cottage.
Apart from her we only saw very local country
traffic and certainly no exuberant celebrations.
More VE day recollections on page 4

Eventually we reached Newquay where we sat
on a headland overlooking the town and coast
and proceeded to enjoy our sandwiches.
Whilst lying in the
sun on that springy turf
I found, much to my
surprise, a flowering
cowslip. I knew them
well as common on
the chalky soils of my
then home in Dorset
but never before on the
very acidic Cornish soils. We finished our
break and cycled home, arriving after a further
20 hilly miles in time for supper.
The finding of that simple flower has helped
make the day memorable, even now, 75 years
later.

WHAT do the
veteran American
folk singer, Joan
Baez and the late
British comedian
and film star, Peter
Sellers have in
common?
Glamour, fame and fortune, of course…
but, more to the point, they both came
face to face with our mystery member
number three in the course of his first
career.
Those events were long ago, in the
60s and 70s. He went on to carve out a
second, equally eventful career. Knowing
right from wrong, and being in a position
to act on it, was a defining characteristic
of both.
Today, in retirement, our mystery
member has become recognisable locally
as a dashing, if unintended, mobile
advertisement for materials science and
products of the modern chemicals
industry, in particular, elastane,
polycarbonate, polyamide and carbon
fibre.
Probing his background confirms he
has a passion for speed and he indulges it
when he can, as a participant and
spectator. He likes to take in at least one
moto-cross meet a year at home and, with
his son, a grand prix at home or in
Belgium, Holland or France.
Reckless drivers, on the other hand,
are high on his list of dislikes. It’s not
driving around over the speed limit, he
said, “although that’s bad enough”. It’s
driving “too fast for the prevailing
circumstances”, putting at risk other road
users, including pedestrians and cyclists.
He first took to cycling in retirement,
as a form of healthy
exercise, but now
takes it as seriously
as possible. His
desert island luxury
would be a
mountain bike.
His early
keenness led
him to

answer an appeal for competitors to cycle
from Newbury to Paris. Completing the
route with five companions in two and a
half days on a “bog standard bike” was
an outstanding achievement for a 70-year
old and a great source of personal
satisfaction.
He seems fortunate enough to fall on
his feet when travelling, even when
things go wrong. While at a wildlife
attraction in Australia he was surprised to
be hailed from behind by the voices of
relatives of an old school friend. A
planned cruise of the Douro, the second
in consecutive years, was initially ruined
by closure of the river due to flooding.
The highlight of the revised tour was
VIP tickets and five star hospitality for a
home game at FC Porto, arranged by the
tour operator.
It’s not surprising, therefore, that the
book our mystery member would like on
his desert island is the Riviera Travel
brochure. Nor is it surprising, in light of
his crowded diary, to discover his
treasured disc would be: If I only had
time, the 1968 hit by New Zealander,
John Rowles.
One of his nagging regrets is his
“inability” to become a ballroom dancer.
“It worries me not”, he adds, but it has
left his wife “plagued with
disappointment!”
Although living in Oxfordshire, our
mystery member is fiercely loyal to
Berkshire, the county of his birth. Fortysix years on it still annoys him that “in
1974 it was seen fit to surrender half of
Berkshire to Oxfordshire and get Slough
from Bucks in return”.
He also has strong feelings about
France. A committed Francophile, he’s
owned three holiday homes in the Loire
valley, although only one at a time!
Like many of his generation he’s
always managed to “get by in French”.
But it’s an abiding regret that he has
never stayed in France long enough at
one stretch to pick up the language as a
local. “I would like to have been able to

Mystery member
number two was,
of course, kayak
enthusiast,
John Newman

speak a foreign language fluently”, he
rues, “preferably French”. He does the
next best thing, however, in maintainig
many of the friendships he made in
Bellême during his active years in the
Twinning association.
He is full of praise for the
Bellêmoises, whose approach to motor
cycle sport he regards as enlightened and
“something we should be more willing to
embrace in the UK”. He made no secret
of his disappointment when motor cycle
scrambling was abandoned at Streatley.
But he acknowledges now that it was
right for the National Trust to take over
The Holies; “and anyway, access and
egress at the site was far from
satisfactory”.
As a former fixer and innovator in the
sport, our mystery member sees a role for
moto-cross as a controlled outlet for
youthful energy. This view is well
informed as years ago he played a big
part in helping a young rider from
Berkshire reach the top 20 grade of
British riders.
If the sport was encouraged more and
promoted in a safe environment it would
help combat “the evils of drug use” and
other petty crime among those young
people who show no appetite for team
sports such as football and cricket.
Arguably, it was petty crime or, as
those involved saw it, civil disobedience,
that brought our mystery member face to
face with Joan Baez, an experience to be
envied by many men of a certain age. It
was at Easter 1963, as Ms Baez led the
CND’s Aldermaston march between
Reading and Maidenhead. “She stood
there in front of me and suddenly burst
into song. She looked beautiful. She
sounded beautiful.”
As for Peter Sellers? He was on the
road, too, but in a different direction at a
different time. That’s another story. You
can hear it direct from our mystery
member number three. Who is he?

Look for the answer in the next Probity

Rising tide of French
Reporting failures by the
Académie Française to hold
back the tide of franglais,
The Times says the official
guardian of the French
language “prompted wry
smiles” when it objected to
recent English arrivals. It said
"followers" (as in social
media) should be replaced by

acolyte des illustres,
“podcast” by audio à la
demande and “clickbait” by
piège à clics. But Le Figaro
took pleasure in noting that
English contained 25,000
French words while French
contained only 500 from
English. Perhaps our mystery
member knows more French
than he realises!

XEDSXWORD No. 3
The Compiler will pay £10 to the charity of choice
of the sender of the first all-correct solution drawn
out of the hat
Closing date 30 June

N.B. Send your entries to John Gray,

Name(s) ……………………………………………………..
Charity ………………………………………...…………....

john@thegrays.myzen.co.uk
or
13 Holmlea Road

Solution to XEDSXWORD No. 2
Congratulations to the winner
Mary Ann Harding

Across
1. Governors assembled around Westminster estate. (9)
6. Transparent parts of Peter Pan, especially when
Tinkerbelle’s seen. (5)
9. Work with English shorty and son of Welshman to
increase distance between. (4,3)
10. Seems as if dining with friend may be quite
appetising ! (9)
11. Although not professional at heart I am at European
Championships (7)
12. Frightened to take right, left marked. (7)
13. What’s “all over” this month? She’s a big girl!
(4,2,6,3)
18. Homily delivered at home. (7)
20. A mace ’e’d carried among the dreaming spires. (7)
22. An 8d on a 4d? That’s a squash! (9)
23. Adept academician forms connections. (7)
24. Landlords knock back shots! (5)
25. S. Koreans told “In port of Pusan, it is essential one
cleans thoroughly”. (9)

Down
1. Goad John into behaving as devout Muslim.
(2,2,4)
2. Evil Nora found under cover! (8)
3. Herbivore can struggle to swallow egg. (6)
4. Sleepy head? (6)
5. They’ll brook no fanciful airs lest they
become confused. (8)
6. Heard the Scots brawl’s over, but still got
beef! (7)
7. One, for example, may be a FRCA! (6)
8. P.S. – Dare to mix sandwich filling. (6)
14. Floating lettuces? (8)
15. Transport one takes to head the concern. (8)
16. Functions in the hope rates will be reduced. (8)
17. Venues where surgeon 16. (8)
18. ’ere! Is this where cured pork grows? That’s
a surprise! (6)
19. Has rested, is upset, so puts off. (6)
20. A sober Scots lad struggling to accomplish. (6)
21. Horrified to see silver has start of tarnish. (6)

Bill Armstrong
I remember very little of VE day. After
the cessation of war there was general
celebration of at home, I believe. On
that day I was with a few others in the
Yugoslav / Italian mountains, fixing
Allied positions against the Russians.
That didn't lead to a happy bunch of
laddies, I can tell you. I don’t recall
any celebrations in Italy or Yugoslavia.
Quite honestly, we’d had enough.
I was in northern Italy with the 3rd
Survey Regiment, Royal Artillery. We
had landed at the toe and worked our way
steadily to 30 or 40 miles south of
Trieste, mainly up the Adriatic coast but
occasionally on the Mediterranean side.
Our job was to determine among other
things the positions of enemy guns, to fix
the enemy gun positions and calibrate
guns; anything connected with enemy
activity. We had to know where a target
was before it could be fired on.
We pulled into
somewhere, I couldn't
tell you the name of
the place, and it was
on that day war was
declared finished.
What did I do? We
thought it best to stay inside, behind a
brick wall, because the Italian partisans
must have had quite a lot of spare
ammunition…and they were using it up!
So on VE day I was keeping out of the
way of Italian partisan bullets that were
fired with great joy but not at me. That
was the actual cessation of war.
Within a few days we had to pack up
very quickly and, with a considerable
amount of other people, dash up towards
Trieste. We were accompanied by the
London Black Cats (1st & 56th London
infantry divisions) and the New Zealand
6th armoured brigade. An awful lot of
people went up there. Who the rest were
I've no idea.
We were stationed near Gorizia and
Monfalcone and were able to go into
Trieste. The reason for our going towards
Trieste was that it was right near the
Yugoslav border. The Russians had no
open port and wanted to get Trieste. And,
of course, they had the Yugoslav
Communist party fighting with them and
looking after their interests.
At the Yalta conference the heads of
state at the time had laid down the
boundary beyond which the Russians and
Yugoslavs would not advance. In the
event the Russians encouraged the

Tony
Laurence

Yugoslav partisans to break this rule.
They broke the boundary and took over
Trieste and nearby parts of northern Italy.
We went out with a relatively small force
to push them back. Allied motorised
transport and aircraft were doing nothing
else except driving and flying around as a
show of force.
If one came to a little brook or river
over which there was a bridge, at our end
there would be a Sherman tank with
75mm gun pointed at the other end of the
bridge where there was a Yugoslav
Communist machine gun. It was such a
ding-dong that it only needed someone to
fire a shot and we would be away again.
We had no need to remember any of
these things after the war. What one saw
of the war was very much what lay in
front of one and not much to the left or
right.
What I do recall is we pushed them
back somehow. Whether it was a political
thing I don’t know but it did not open
into war. Very few people knew anything
about it. It was something that was kept
under the counter. The Yugoslavs
withdrew and the Italian government took
over Trieste and right up to the old
Yugoslav border.
That is the last thing I remember
because, shortly after, I came home on
rehab leave expecting to go back to Italy
but never did, as I was demobbed in
November 1945. We still occupied that
part of Italy until June 1946, so it had a
long history after I left.

I went to
Canterbury
Cathedral choir
school as my second primary. We had
been evacuated to Par in Cornwall during
the war but returned to Canterbury in
1944. I saw and heard a put-putting V1
flying bomb pass over the cathedral and
go off to the west north-west.
Our precentor (in charge of music,
jointly with the organist) left us and went
off to do the same job in St Paul’s. He
wrote to the headmaster and invited us up
for VE day evening to see the fireworks
and celebrations.
We took the train up and climbed to the
inside of the dome where we whispered
to each other across the gallery. Then we
went outside to see the sights. It was, of
course, a life memory. I suppose we must
have got back and into bed sometime
around two o’clock, the latest we had ever
been up.
fireworks. I recall it required a lot of
effort and water to extinguish it!!

Hugh
Howie

After the Greenock
blitz in May 1941, I
evacuated with my
family to the
village of Innellan, five miles from
Dunoon, on the Firth of Clyde.
On VE day I was thirteen-and-a-half.
A fellow evacuee, Billy Watt, who was
fifteen and came from Glasgow, set up a
bonfire on the beach, which attracted
many of the local people.
The Firth was three miles wide at that
point and there were many other bonfires
visible on the opposite shores. I wonder
how many of them were set up by
fifteen-year olds.
I left to join the RAF when I was
sixteen
but I met up with Billy each time
I was nine years
I
visited
my parents. He was a leading
old when VE day
light
in
the
village but sadly died of a
was celebrated.
heart
condition
in his early forties.
There were neighbourly parties as well as
great gatherings.
“I've always said, and I will
My father, through his civil defence
always continue to say, that riots
role, had somehow obtained an
are socially destructive and selfunexploded incendiary device which he
defeating.” Martin Luther King
let off at our party in the absence of

Derek
Carter

